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Gymnasts ready to get ’competitive’ Appointments
at top of
A.S. agenda

Controller, director of campus
climate positions still vacant
By Rima Shah
Daily Staff Editor

Ashley Erickson, a freshman, practiced her dance routine during her floor rotation Monday afternoon.

New talent to buildfoundation
for SISU team
By Justine DaCosta
Daily Stall Writer
They’re fit, they’re focused and they’re not afraid to fall.
The San Jose State University’s gymnastics team is
preparing for their first meet, a competition against
Stanford, Arizona State and the University of New
Hampshire, which will be held Jan. 3 in Maui, said head
coach Wayne Wright.
"I’m really Icasking forward to being competitive,"
Wright said. "Last year’s team was great and started a
foundation for this year’s team."
According to Wright, there are eight new freshmen on
the team, some who have traveled from across the country to be part of the SJSU gymnastics team.
Ashley Ericicson, an undeclared freshman who is from
Minnesota, said the team has given her a home away from
home.
"I like coming this far and having that instant bond with
people," she said.
The all-female team meets Monday through Friday,
from 1:45 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the SPX building and train in
all aspects of gymnastics.
The gymnasts are divided into groups that take turns
practicing their tumbling. balance beam and bar routines.

PHOTOS BY MANDI DANA

Floor exercises, which are performed on a large, springboard mat, include complicated tumbling, dance moves
and stretching, and balance beam exercises range from
leg-strengthening calf raises to back flips and handstands.
"It’s like watching the circus, except this is a lot less
expensive," said team member Leigh Bolton, a freshman
majoring in nursing.
Becca Bondi, a sophomore criminal justice major,
agreed with her teammate.
"There are Fravity defying tricks," Bondi said. "We’re
circus freaks.
To some, working as a team is the greatest benefit of
being on the SJSU gymnastics team.
"I love the tearn, said Jennifer Greene, a marketing
major. *And (gymnastics) is fun. There’s flipping and
twirling it’s like the Olympics."
According to Wright, the SJSU gymnastics team has
the highest academic scores of all the campus teams.
"It’s something we’re really proud of and svant to maintain," he said.
Wright added that he hopes to see bigger crowds at
local meets this year.
"Gymnastics is the number one sport that sells out at
the Olympics," he said. "We wantyeople to come out and
support us and have a good time.
Adriane Mertens fixes her hair while Kelsey
Spellacy and Jennifer Greene practice their beam
exercises.
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The Associated Student’s meeting scheduled for Sept.
25 has the appointments of the director of campus climate and the controller on its agenda, according to the
A.S. board of director’s agenda.
Lorenzo Deveza, the A.S. vice-president and the chairperson of the board of directors, said it was important
both the positions be filled in as soon as possible, especially the position of the controller.
"The controller position has been needed since the
beginning of the school year," Deveza said. "That position is necessary, and we should have the position right
away.
If the position is not filled, Deveza said, the duties of
will be split between the director of business affairs and
the president, Deveza said.
The nominee for the controller position is Alice Lee,
who is the present director of governing affairs, according to A.S.
Christina Dickinson was elected the controller in the
2002 A.S. elections held in the spring and resigned this
summer because of personal reasons, according to A.S.
The controller is the chief financial officer of A.S. and
is responsible for all fiscal legislation, assists the A.S.
president in preparation of fiscal year proposed budget
and publicizes annual reports to the general student
body, accordiag to A.S.
The controller is also the chairperson of the financial
committee, which oversees the disbursing of funds to
various student organizations, according to Deveza.
Although people are getting funding, Deveza said,
other ’priorities such as the signing of requisitions is
being delayed, Deveza said.
The nominee for the director of campus climate affairs
is Janelle Casanave, who was also nominated for the
position last semester.
Ajay Chagan, who was elected to the position in the
2002 A.S. elections, said he also resigned this summer
because of personal reasons.
The director of campus climate serves as a liaison to
ethnic, cultural, non-traditional and intemational student groups, maintains a current knowledge of CSU and
SJSU affirmative actions policies and procedures and
serves on the student fairness committee, according to
A.S.
Deveza said it is important to have a full board of
directors because a full board helps to get more student
voices heard during voting.
Apart from the director of campus climate affairs, the
position for the director of programming affairs is also
vacant.
The director of programming affairs is, among other
things, responsible for organizing homecoming, which
Deveza said should have been organized in July but is
not completely organized )vt.
director for programming affairs was Marrus
Williams, who was elected in the 2002 A.S. elections
and resigned because of work conflict.
As of Nlonday, the director for programming affairs has
not been nominated, according to A.S.
Erika Jackson, the director for communications, said it
important the two positions are appointed as soon as
possible.

See A.S., page 6

Larger class rosters ease tensions Global studies enacted
7hree Dour core engtneering
courses approvedfor increases

Program aims to make
SISU more of a
’global university’

By Anne Ward
Daily Stag Ifraer
The College of Engineering eased frustrations of sonic
graduate students when class size was increased for three of
four required core courses.
Increased enrollment in the Masters of Science program
had sonic students speaking out about the problem three
weeks ago.
Now, they are breathing a sigh of relief
"I feel I was so lucky to get in to the class," said one student who asked not to be namcd.
Some students said they had previously tried to register
in past semesters for any or all the core courses, but they
were unsuccessful.
Two students, who chose not to give their names, said
they each had attempted registration prior to this semester,
but the classes were already full.
Three of four core courses - engineering analysis, systems
engineering and engineering management - were approved
for larger rosters said javad ( Jim) Dorosti, director of graduate snsdies and research in the engineering department.
"The classes went to anywhere tv.....tween al to 70 students

See ENGINEERING, page 6

By Laura Buckingham
Dady Sia.1) Writer
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Students in Engineering Management 203 take notes during a Monday lecture in Dudley
Moorhead Hall. Many required engineering classes were overbooked at the beginning
of the semester, forcing scheduling and room changes.

Going global just got a whole new
meaning.
In a decision set forth by Pmvost
Marshall GoMman, San fose State
University has adopted a program
called The Global Studies Institute,
which aims to make SJSU more of a
jOobal university, said Michael
Conniff, director of the program.
Conniff defined thc implementation
of said global university at SJSU as
fostering student activities and programs for professors that make international knowledge an integral part of
the overall education pmcess.
Specifically, he said he hopes to continue the development of a Bachelor
of Arts degree in global snidies, as
well as a certificate and an option for
a minor. On top of the degree oppor-
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lecture
series has begun, which will bring
international perspectives to the campus.
He also said there are ways for current faculty members to get involved
with the newly established global
community on campus.
"The resources are available for faculty members to become fellows of
the global studies institute next
semester, enabling them to be leaders
in the globalization process," he said.
The decision to create the global
studies institute came from campus
leaders, including Pmvost Goodman,
who acknowledged that SJISI.I needed
to become global in order to serve its
students and the employers of the
surrounding areas, according to
Conniff.
The meaning of a global community
can vary depending on whom you ask,
but Conniff said he has a distinct idea
of how it should be represented at
SJSU.
"Higher education in the United
States is in great demand, snd SJSU

See GLOBAL, page 6
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A MOVEABLE FEAST

Drinking destroyed relationship, brought revelations
"I hope he was worth it," the airport security guard said as
he slapped a $38 ticket in my hand.
I said a goodbye to Tyler on Monday. I don’t know if it
will be the last one, but it W2S a goodbye nonetheless.
We were late to the airport because he drank a beer at 11
a.m. with his friend Colin and had no time to spare. I got a
ticket while bringing the rest of his bags while he waited in
line. I said a quick farewell with no time for crying or sentiment.
Colin stayed at my apartment so he could jumpstart
Tyler’s car onto the truck that transported the Jetta to Cape
Cod, Mass.
Back to mom and dad.
But Tyler wasn’t a deadbeat.
One of the last things he said to me was: "You know the
potential I have."
I somehow told myself in the beginning that I could live
on Tyler’s potential.
He moved into my place after two months. Then after
only one month of living together, I was starving.
How ironic that he cooks for a living.
How can the top chef be fired from the classiest restaurant in town?
Alcohol.

He was the head chef at a top restaurant and went to an drowns him in self-loathing, it’s enough to leave me conIvy League college.
flicted.
Here you have this intelligent guy who also happens to be
We laughed at the same jokes and listened to the same
music. We had the same motley crew of friends, and I handsome and who loves the ground you walk on. But one
problem: He can’t remember that conversation
thought he was amazing if not a little
you had for two hours last night.
jaded, like me.
He was so used to being either hung over or
We had so much in common that I
drunk that he created this reality where he was
didn’t know why I didn’t know hill’
OK all the time, drunk or sober.
before.
Our relationship couldn’t move forward.
I met him when he had a great car bill
It was like we were stuck in neutral with a
couldn’t drive it because he lost hi,
bag full of Japanese beer making its presence
license after two Dills.
known in the backseat.
He had a pile of bills in eight shoebox
es.
I never knew that he did get drunk.
Until one night threc weeks ago when he
He had a crate with dusty trinkets that
had all the malcings of a memory box,
came home visibly drunk at 4 a.m. It was a
ANNA BAKALIS
restrained out of control mania that I’d never
but it wasn’t exactly because of its negseen.
lected nature. It included an empty bottle
of Jack Daniel’s and a piece of an inflatable life preserver
He was so miserable, and he said he wanted to not wake
up the next day.
from a bad night at sea.
You think he could get a dresser.
He told me again and again, "I’m over it."
I have nothing against drinlcing lightly, but when it takes
I remembered that I had sleeping pills in the bathroom
an honest and happy-but-slightly-sensitive person with and thought of the time he was in there when he first came
goals and slams him against the rocks of irresponsibility and home.

Letter I
Response to anti -homosexual letters
It amazes me that in this society, and in particular San
Jose State University, people still believe that homosexuality is a sin. As Ted Rudow III so strongly stated, "A
homosexual relationship...negates the great illustration
God had ordained and is totally sterile." Well, Mr.
Rudow, I ask you, who are to decide what "God’s plan
for man and woman" is?
I believe that the point of Mr. Aguirre’s article last
week was not to pass judgment as to whether homosexuality was right or wrong, but rather to bring to light the
fact that hatred to one particular group, in this case
homosexuals, is wrong.
Ms. Wisdom Moon stated, "I do agree with Aguirre
that violence against homosexuals is not right because I
do not believe two wrongs make a right." Do you realize, Ms. Moon, that by making such an uneducated
statement, that you too are adding to the discrimination
and violence against homosexuals?
If you do the research, and I do not mean by constantly referring to the Bible, you will realize that homosexu-

ality is not a choice that one makes. Who would choose
to be persecuted in such a close-minded society?
I am so tired of people incessantly using the Bible as a
source of reference. I am so tired of hearing, "Well God
said this" and "God means this." Where in the Bible is
there a direct statement from God that says homosexuality is a sin? Perhaps it is one’s own insecurities that
bring about this hatred. Perhaps they feel threatened by
difference.
I suggest that Ms. Moon and Mr. Rudow consider
enrolling in sociology 172 (Alternative Lifestyles) or
attending a GLBTA meeting to get a better understanding of lifestyles that are different than theirs. Perhaps
they can open their minds and learn a thing or two about
tolerance.
Kevin T. Kopjak
senior
advertising

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three workin_g days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daib office in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
TODAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Nurses Christian Fellowship
The Nurses Christian Fellowship
will be having a Bible discussion at
11:30 a.m. in the Montalvo room
in the Student Union. For more
information contact Diane
Stegmeir at 248-2997.
Department of Nutrition and Food
Science
Try the latest in body fat testing:
Bioelectric Impedance. Tuesdays
from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. and
Wednesdays from noon to 1 p.m.
in Central Classroom building
Room 221. For more information,
contact Sherry at 206-7599.
SJSU Social Dance Club
The SJSU SDC will have EC
swing lessons. Beginning lesson
starts at 7 p.m. and intermediate
lesson starts at 8 p.m. in SPX 89.
For more information call 924SPIN or check
www.sjsu.edu/orgs/sjsusdc.
University Police Dept.
UPD will be having a safety fair
from 10:30 a.m. to 1 p,m. on the
Seventh Street plaza. For more
information contact Linda at 9242234.
Amnesty International
Amnesty International will be
having an informational meeting at
4:30 p.m. in the Mosaic office on
the third floor of the Student
Uniop. For more information contact Arpad Szentkiralyi at (419)
308-8968.

A.S. Campus Recreation
The Adventure group is offering
an introduction to bicycle maintenance class from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
in the Almaden room in the
Student Union. For more information contact Matt McNamara at
924-6217.
SJSU Amateur Radio Club
The Amateur Radio Club is having a g_eneral meeting at 1:15 p.m.
in the IEEE project
room/Engineering 376A. For more
information contact David
Reichard (KB6UYP) at 379-5673
or radiodave@igc.org.
Career Center
’The Career Center’s department
of rehab will be taking drop-in
appointments from 10 a.m. to 1
p.m. in the Career Center,
Building F. For more information
contact the Career Resource
Center at 924-6031.
Career Center
The Career Center will be taking
drop-in appointments from 1:30
p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the Career
Center, Building F. For more
information contact the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
Career Center
The Career Center will be hosting a CPA job fair in the Student
Union Ballroom from 3 p.m. to 5
p.m. For more information contact
the Career Resource Center at
924-6031.
Career Center
The Career Center Work IV program will be taking drop-in
appointments from 2 p.m. to 4
p.m. in the Career Center,
Building F. For more information
contact the Career Resource
Center at 924-6031.
International Programs and
Services
There will be a study abroad general information meeting from 10

a.m. to 11 a.m. in the Pacheco
room on the third floor of the
gtudent Union4br morr information contact Ali Gerard at 9245931.
Black Alliance for Scientists and
En4,ineers
The Black Alliance for Scientists
and Engineers is having a general
meeting at 7p.m. in the Almaden
room in the Student Union. For
more information contact
Christine at 924-8414.
School of Art and Design
The School of Art and Design
will be having student galleries and
art exhibitions through Friday. The
exhibition will run from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings. For more information contact Bill or Nicole at
924-4330.
School of Art and Design
Tuesday night lecture series:
SJSU Pictonal Art Professor Gale
Antohal will show slides of her
recent work and will discuss her
aesthetics, imagery and inspirations. Lecture runs from 5 p.m. to
6 p.m. in the Art building, Room
133. For more information contact
Jo Hernandez at 924-4328.

I asked him if he took anything
He refused to answer.
I freaked out and felt the bottom that he had been touching for weeks: a helplessness and loss of control.
I called the police.
Four police officers later, they discovered he was just
drunk and concluded he was playing a game with his girlfriend.
The next day he told me he was "role-playing."
I told him he had to move out.
After months of avoiding reality, I told my boyfriend that
his drinking ruined a potentially great relationship.
If only we could all live on our self-deemed potential, we
all could have a great and fruitful life in our own deluded
minds.
Delusion is a funny fish, just like love.
I think one was borne of the other.
But I’m left with the same question that the security guard
exerting a bit too much power had: Was he worth it?
Anna Bakalis is the
Spartan Daily Executive Editor.
A Moveable Feast’ appears Tuesdays.
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Unsafe, gas guzzling
SUVs aggravate one driver
They are the sharks of the road, ripping through the sea
Mind you, this study doesn’t even take into account
of traffic with a heavy grace, while tight schools of smaller crashes with other cars. So you pay top dollar for a goodcars deftly avoid their massive frames.
looking auto that doesn’t meet the rigorous safety standards
Though they are powerful, sport utility vehicles lack the that other vehicles in their weight category do.
efficiency and evolutionary prowess that time has afforded
You also pay a lot of money to own a vehicle that guzzles
sharks.
gas. SUVs are the culprits when it comes to higher fuel
They are clumsy by comparison, fuel inefficient and dan- consumption in America. Their poor gas mileage, comgerous, capable of killing easily and recklessly.
pounded with higher SUV purchases in recent years, has
They may be safer for the driver (unless you’re in a Ford increased the fuel consumption of an already fuel-obsessed
Explorer and your tire falls apart while.driving), but they’re culture.
death traps for smaller cars. In a study by the National
They are held to the less-stringent "light truck standard,"
Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
reports the American Council for an
SUVs "are over twice as aggressive as pasEnergy Efficient Economy. This means that
senger cars for all vehicle-to-vehicle crash
they aren’t required to have the same fuel
configurations."
efficiency as passenger cars. Additionally,
That can be linked to the fact that they
they aren’t subject to the taxes that are
weigh more and generally sit higher than
imposed on inefficient cars, thus making it
the average passenger car.
marginally affordable to drive one of these
As a former driver of my parents’ SUV,
monsters.
I am quite aware of the attraction to the
They gobble up fuel, contributing in high
blasted thing. Behind the wheel, I felt as
part to our dependence on oil and gas.
if all the rules the Department of Motor
Fortunately, steps are being taken to
Vehicles ever published were wrong
increase fuel economy, such as the
because I was the actual bearer of the
"Automobile Fuel Efficiency Act of 2001,".
KEIVIBERLY GONG
rules of the road.
proposed by California Senator Diane
Like mighty Triton, I could part the
Feinstein, It would require that by 2007, all
waves of traffic with itly hom Ins! alter the flow of traffic light n-ucks have the same fuel efficiency standards as cars.
by -the -wlieel of my massive
If I wantel to
13ui beyond tge stortiximiligs of SUV1,1 niore efficient
merge, I did, without thinking of the consequences because option is available.
I knew, intrinsically, that if I moved, others would get out
On the market, we have hybrid cars that get 60 miles to
of my way.
the gallon, run like a dream and are damn cool.
I realized my own folly, though, when I started driving a
They are also smaller and don’t pose as much of a threat
smaller car. I was suddenly the little fish in an ocean of to the security of other drivers while maintaining the safegiants, constantly pushed out of the way by larger vehicles ty standards for passenger cars.
that did not take into account the safety of others around
It still takes about 6-9 months to get one after you get on
them.
a waiting list, but if hybrids were given more priority in the
The idea that SUVs are safe is a fallacy because they are market, it would be less expensive to own an efficient, envinot held up to the same safety standards as other automo- ronmentally friendly car.
biles.
Yes, it may be fun to feel the power associated with an
According to National Highway Traffic Safety SUV, but it’s important to keep this all in perspective. It’s
Administration, SUVs also have a higher instance of like this: the road is a community of drivers; we, as drivers
rollovers than other vehicles. In a 1999 study by the and citizens, must be respectful of others and the environFatality Analysis Reporting System, a shameful 78 percent ment in which we live. By creating vehicles that cause more
of SUV occupant fatalities in single-vehicle crashes harm than good, we can ensure only future heartache and
involved rollovers. So if you crash in an SIN, three times headache, as we watch the product of our greed get the betout of four, you’re going to rollover.
ter of us.
Don’t forget to buclde up. Oh, and make sure that your
SUV has a sturdy roof that won’t crunch down 10 to 12
Kemberly Gong is a
inches upon impact. About 1,900 deaths per year result
Spartan Daily Copy Editor
from those rollovers alone.
Politiki’ appears Tuesdays.
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School of Art and Design
The School of Art and Design
will be having student galleries and
art receptions from 6 p.m. to 8
p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings. For more information contact Bill or Nicole at
924-4330.
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SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
S.JSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
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In uries plague men’s soccer team Gilliam’s heroics
garner WAC Player
of the Week award
Harris’ first goal gives
men’s soccer team 1-0
victory at UC Irvine
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It might have been one play, but
Nick Gilliam’s heroics didn’t go
unnoticed.
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San Jose State University midfielder Jessica Korpela steals the ball from UC Santa Barbara forward Jennifer Borcich in the second game of
the Adidas Bay Area Classic on Sunday. The Spartans dropped the match, 3-0.

Spartan women looking
to regroup after split in
weekend competition
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By Devin O’Donnell
Daily Staff Writer
Never mind being outshot 17-7,
the San Jose State University men’s
soccer team defeated UC Irvine, 10, on Sunday at Anteater Stadium.
SPARTAN SOCCER
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Freshman Trevor Harris scored the
game-winner, the first of his career.
Santa Clara hosted the rivalry
series opener at Buck Shaw Stadium
Thursday night, however, shutting
out the Spartans 2-0 and giving the
Broncos an advantage in the new
series.
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team," St. Clair said. "It malces it
impossible to be able to compete at
the level we are used too."
SJSU will complete the final game
of this three-game road trip against
Cal Poly this Thursday at 7 p.m.
The team will retum home to host
Loyola Marymount for a 5 p.m.
match on Sunday at Spartan
Stadium.

Women’s soccer
The San Jose State University
women’s soccer team lost in the last
game of the Adidas Bay Area
Classic as the Santa Barbara
Gauchos defeated the Spartans 3-0,
dominating the game with 27 shots
compared to the Spartans’ nine.
However, the women defeated
University of Vermont on Friday,
winning 3-2 in double overtime.
Forward Vanessa Afonso scored
nvice against Vermont, including
the game-winning assist.
SJSU’s first shot-on-goal came
almost 30 minutes into the second
half while Afonso was doubleteamed, having just one shot against
the UCSB Gauchos.

Oakland looks to clinch on road
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)
Terrence Long refused to pack
enough for more than a week, figuring it could be bad karma.
Besides, the outfielder is sure his
Oaldand Athletics will be at home in
a week to start the playotTs, AL West
title in hand.
Not everyone was quite so confident as Oaldand prepared for its
final road trip of the regular season,
starting Tuesday in Seattle. A sign in
the clubhouse said: "Pack Warm. At
NY?"
The A’s hold a three-game lead
over the Anaheim Angels in the
division race and plan to maintain
the same focus as they make their
final push toward the postseason.
Oaldand can do no worse than the
AL wild-card berth. But it would
rather win the AL West, of course,
and the team’s magic number for
clinching the division is three. The
A’s close with three games at Seattle
and three at Texas.
Lose the division title, and
Oaldand would head straight from
Arlington, Texas, this weekend to
New York to play the five -time
defending AL East champion
Yankees in the first round of the
playoffs.
"Too many things can still happen," A’s manager Art Howe said.
"We have the edge, but it’s up to us
to take advantage."
His players celebrated quietly when
they secured a playoff spot last week
and only once they’ve wrapped up
the AL West will it be time to really
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Spartan head coach Gary St. Clair
said he was disappointed in the
game against Santa Clara.
The Broncos (3-1-0) scored both
goals against Spartans (2-4-0) in
the first half, holding the SJSU
offense to three shots and one shoton-goal.
In the game against UC Irvine,
the Anteaters (4-2-1) pressured the
Spartans (3-4-0) in the first period
taking 10 shots to the Spartans
two.
In Sunday’s game, both teams held
scoreless in the first half with neither
team getting a great shot on net.
SJSU forward Harris broke the tie
with a breakaway goal at the 72nd
minute in the second half, his first
goal of his freshman career.
Sophomore goalkeeper Eddie
Dominguez had a game high of
three saves, still standing in for Dan
Benton.
Dominguez has filled in for
Benton since he recently lacerated a
kidney during practice.
St. Clair said Benton could be out
for the season.
"In my 13 years here, I have never
experienced this manv injuries to the

have some fun.
"I think everybody is ready to get
on the road and get out of here," first
baseman Scott Hatteberg said. "It’s
one step closer to the playoffs. It’s a
long, long season and you look forward to this for so long. It’s the second wind you get."
Oaldand won 102 games last year
and needs one victory to reach 100
this year.
"To be on a 100-win team is unbelievable," said Hatteberg, who signed
with the A’s as a free agent in the offseason. "And this team has done it
back-to-back."
But AL MVP award contender
Miguel Tejada doesn’t want to think
when the A’s were
about last year
eliminated by the Yankees after leading their best-of-five playoff series
2-0.
"We have to continue to play hard,
no matter what we did in the past,"
the shortstop said. "It’s the past, and
now is the present. We don’t know if
we’ll come back home or stay on the
road, but whatever we do, we’ll do it
right."
Pitchers Cory Lidle and Mark
Mulder went to Seattle early to play
some golf before the start of the
series against the Mariners.
They’re not the only ones relaxed
right now. This team is known for its
easygoing nature.
"I feel comfortable," third baseman
Eric Chavez said. "I think we’re very
lucky the Mariners fell out of this
thing. The clubhouse is more
relaxed. I know I am. We control our
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destiny."
Seattle, which has said it wants to
spoil things for teams that will be in
the playoffs, helped the A’s by beating the Angels twice over the weekend.
The Angels finish with three at
Texas and three at home against the
Mariners.
"We can’t be scoreboard-watching
or doing anything but take care of
our own games," Howe said.
Howe has not said in what order he
plans to use his three aces Barry
Zito, Tim Hudson and Mulder in
the playoffs. He’s considering a
three-man rotation for the first
round.
"They can beat anybody. They have
something no other club has: They
have three No. 1 starters," Rangers
manager Jerry Narron said.
"Arizona won last year with two
No. 1 starters, and these guys have
three.
They’ve got a good lineup, not a
lineup that strikes fear into you 1-9,
but a good, solid lineup
,,wn

UCSB forward Jennifer Borcich,
was one those forwards, having
scored against the Spartans in the
52nd minute off a shot to the upper
right comer.
Borcich alone had the same number of shots as the Spartans combined.
The Gauchos’ midfielder Jen
Codington scored one of the three
goals off a corner kick in the 48th
minute. UCSB had 10 comer kicks
total compared to the Spartans’ two.
Fatigue of SJSU players was one of
the main factors that contributed to
the Spartans’ loss, said head coach
Tamie Grimes.
According to Grimes, the Spartans
lacked intensity from the kickoff
"We need to step it up like we did
on Friday against Vermont," Grimes
said.
In the game against UCSB, the
Spartans were not playing and connecting as a team like they should,
Afonso said.
"We need to come out ready for
the game," Grimes said, "mentally
and physically."
The Spartans are scheduled to play
at St. Mary’s today.

Bay Area baseball
pennant races
American League West
Pct GB
W
X- Oalckuid
99 57 .635
Anaheim
96 60 .tits
Today’s gatnc,.:
Oakland at Seattle, 7:o5 p.m.
Anaheim at Texas, 6:o5 p.m

National League Wild
Card
San Francisco
Los Angeles

W L
90 66
88 68
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Today’s game:::
San Diego at San Francisco.

p.m.

W
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

L
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

The week
in the WAC
Saturday’s games:
UTEP at SJSU, 7:15 p.m.*
Colorado State at Nevada,
1:05 p.m.
La. Tech at Texas A&M, 4 p.m.
Kansas at Tulsa, 4 p.m.
Fresno St. at Rice, 5 p.m.*
Utah St. at Boise St., 5:05 p.m.
SMU at Hawai’i, 9:05 p.m.*

Sept. 21 games:
sjsu 38, Illinois 35
No. 12 Penn State 49, La. Tech
17
Nevada 31, Rice 21
No. 24 Oregon St. 59, Fresno
St. 19
Oklahoma St. 52, SMU 16
Baylor 37, Tulsa 25
*Hawai’i 31, UTEP 6
*Denotes WAC game

Men’s soccer
Trevor Harris scored his first career
.Spartan soccer goal in a 1-0 victory
over UC Irvine on Sunday at
Anteater Stadium.
The Anteaters outshot the Spartans
10-2 in the first half and 17-7 for the
match.
Harris’ game-winner came on a
breakaway in the 73rd minute.
SJSU will complete the final game
of its three-game road swing against
Cal Poly-SLO this Thursday at 7
p.m.
The team will return home when
they are scheduled to host Loyola
Miuymount University on Sunday at
5 p.m. at Spartan Sta&um.

Learn how you can participate in an Asthma research study

COMPENSATION FOR YOUR TIME AND TRAVEL
& ASTHMA ASSOCIATES
rolALLERGY
Of SANTACLARA VALLEY RLSEARCH CENTER
A 4155 Moorpark Avenue San lose. cs
WE NEED YOUR lifIPI Please call or tell a friend
(408) 553-0709, ext. 237 or I -800-742-7846
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Spartan Football 2002
Home Opener
Vs.
UTEP
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September 28th, 7:00 PM

Students receive
FREE
ADMISSION
and parking
with a Tower Card

ALL
2-1
2-1
2-2
2-1
2-2
1-3
0-4
1-3
0-3
0-4

If you have ASTHMA you can help
fight this disease!
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Gilliam, a San Jose State
University kicker, nailed a 37-yard
field goal as time expired to lift the
Spartan to a 38-35 victory against
defending Big Ten champion
University of Illinois.
For his efforts, Gilliam was named
Western
Athletic
Conference
Special Teams Player of the Week by
the conference office in Englewood,
Colo., for the week ending Sept. 22.
It was the fourth Player of the
Week award earned by the program.
Safety Gerald Jones and kick
returner Charles Pauley were named
Defensive Player of the Week and
Special Teams Player of the Week,
respectively, on Sept. 15
Linebacker Luke La Herran was
named Defensive Player of the Week
on Sept. 2.
"Nick was our
team’s player of
the week as well
as the WAC
player of the
week,"
head
coach Fitz Hill
said.
"That’s
four this year.
We only had
one all last seaGilliam
son. It’s a tribute to this program."
The Spartans return to action on
Saturday as they are scheduled to
host the University of Texas-El Paso.
Kickoff for the first home game at
Spartan Stadium is slated for 6 p.m.
quarterback
Zack
Nevada
Threadgill earned his second straight
offensive player of the week award
after he completed 30-of-36 passes
for 408 yards and four touchdowns
with no interceptions in a 31-21 win
against WAC opponent Rice
University.
University of Hawaii’s defensive
back, Hyrum Peters, recorded a
career-high 13 tackles and intercepted two passes in a 31-6 win at UTEP
to earn Defensive Player of the Week
honors. He returned the interceptions for a total of 45 yards to help
set up two scoring drives.

TEAM
HAWAII
NEVADA
LA. TECm
BOISE ST.
SJSU
FRESNO ST.
SMU
UTEP
Ma
TULSA

Come enter student
contests:
-A semester’s tuition
given away at every
home game
- Kick a field goal for free
books
-Register to win a Buehl
motorcycle
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Turntable competition
showcases talent at
San Jose regionals
DJ Rocky Rock of Los Angeles will bead
to San Francisco for national competition
By Saadia Malik
Daily Staff Writer

him some tricks.
He practiced for six months before
Thursday’s competition and said he is excited to be among elite company.
"I want to win and do something unique,"
said Santana, who spins hip-hop music at a
club in Oaldand. "If I don’t win, at least I get
to say I battled against the best."
Santana was eliminated in the second
round, much to the dismay of Erik Fong of
Campbell.
"Crazyfingers was robbed," said Fong. "He’s
the smoothest out of all of them. He knows
what he’s doing."
Contestant Walter Huddleston, 25, of San
Jose, has been a DJ off and on for the past 10
years, but he started getting serious about it
only five years ago.
He said he had been practicing for five
months leading up to the competition,
wmoxnimervatoeulys stixonhigoutrs, a day.
h but I’m pumped and
ready to get it on," said Huddleston, who

Underground music lovers and the like
were drawn to Spy Nightclub Thursday
night for the 2002 Bay Area Regional DJ
Championships.
Presented by The International Turntablist
Federation, eight local disc jockeys participated in a scratching contest, battling against
each other until the best, Rocky Rock of Los
Angeles, was left standing and crowned the
winner.
DJ Rocky Rock will advance to the federation’s national finals on Oct. 18 in San
Francisco to compete against other DJs from
around the country.
With only 90 seconds for each contestant
to display their scratching skills, two contenders at a time battled it out on stage in
front of approximately 150 people.
The entire competition took about two
hours with contestants being eliminated over
the course of three rounds.
Using a technique called juggling
scratching with two turntables at the same
time - the contestants manipulated a beat
bed of different kinds of music from electronic, to hip-hop and even Britney Spears’
"I’m A Slave 4 U."
"Anybody can scratch, but if you have no
rhythm, you won’t be any good," said Elliot
Santana, 26, of Hayward.
Also known as Crazyfingers, Santana said
the best part of competing is seeing the different types of people that come to the show.
He has lived in the Bay Area for the past
eight years and is originally from the Bronx
in New York where he began scratching at
competes under the name, Knappz.
13 years old.
Turntable scratching and juggling is a
At 15, he was introduced to the renowned
underground hip-hop DJ Qbert who taught hobby of Huddleston’s, who wants to turn

PHOTOS BY EVAN PARKER / DAILY STAFF

DJ Rocky Rock scratches for the crowd during Thursday’s International Turntable Federation Bay Area Regional DJ Championships.
Despite numerous advertising flyers and word of mouth, attendance for the event was low.
his DJ skills into something where he can
create his own music.
"I want to make my own niche and find a

"Anybody can scratch, but if you have
no rhythm, you won’t be any good,"
Elliot Santana,
Contestant from Hayward
sound that will shock the world," he said.
Before the competition got underway at
11:30 p.m., local DJ group, FingerBangaz,

demonstrated their turntable trickery, using
mainstream hip-hop music by Snoop Dogg
and Dr. Dre among others.
"It’s a good vibration in here," said Replay,
a member of the group. "It’s good to see people supporting local hip-hop."
The event was hosted by RASCO, formerly of the celebrated local hip-hop group, the
Cali Agents, now forging a solo career.
In addition to the performances, a graffiti
gallery was set up on the walls of the nightclub displaying work by local artists.
The federation is a national organization
founded in 1992 by a group of hip-hop DJs
including Mix Master Mike of the Beastie
Boys and DJ %ell.
Independent promoter, Billy Dewitz of
Late Nite Billy Presents, said he expected
the event to draw more people than it did
and explained the poor turnout as a result of
the economy in the Bay Area.
"I think people just don’t have the money to
come out and party," he said.

DJ Rocky Rock scratches for the crowd
during the second round of competition.
Rocky Rock went on to win the event,
advancing to the West Coast finals.

POPSHORTS: Next generation of rock ’n’ rollers fight for pop spotlight
%PIS fir Tlf STDrit
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Qyeens OfThe Stone Age
Songs For The Deaf
Interscope Records
It’s time to bring back the tradition of rock as it was meant to be.
No alt-rock, pop-rock or rap-rock
please. Queens of the Stone Age
delivers suffix-free rock with a little
mischief stirred in.
The guitar lines come straight
from rock’s deepest traditions, with
back-up instrumentals and lyrics

updated in an avant-garde fashion.
, One of the most innovative parts
the disc is comical radio spots for
fictional shows and advertisements
for products.
This adds a twist to the album and
is a fiinny way to break up the musical material.
With that, the Queens of the
Stone Age does something right,
but that is the extent of it.
The rest of the album is disappointing to say the least. To say it
downright repels listeners is more
accurate.
The most trying moment on the
disc comes with the song, "First It
Giveth." The chorus, "First it
giveth/Then it taketh away," makes
little sense and is repeated too frequently so frequently that there
is a lack of other lyrics in the song.
Another song that took far too
long to end was "Song For The
Dead."
This song has no lyrics at all,
which should be a positive thing,

but in this case, there is nothing
inventive instrumentally to help
things along.
There are some shirting moments,
but they have the most to do with
good song intros.
A spectacular example of this is
found in "Mosquito Song." After
listening to this song a few times, it
was still difficult to determine why
it was named this.
Maybe that was the point. This
song features piano and interesting
orchestral effects, which is a pleasant departure from the rest of the
disc.
It sounds sleepy and melancholic
a very comfortable sound.
The disc is appropriately titled
"Songs For The Deaf." I wish I was
so I wouldn’t have been able to
experience this disc.

-- Allison M. Foley

Doug Martsch
Now You Know
Warner Bros. Records
On his fust solo departure from die
band Built To Spill, Doug Martsch
excels as an expert lyricist and guitar
player. As a singer, hcnvever, he is not
as impressive.
The ten-song disc, "Now You
Know," consists of abstract, feelingbased lyrics set to a bacicground of
masterU guitar stylings that echo the

down-home feel of thc ’Oh Brother, yau get sick ot it/Stuck in th thick of
Where Art Thou?" soundtrack
it/Making new friends ycii don’t
Martsch’s sturdy writing is obstruct- --nk–eitrallow us a fleeting glimpse at hir
ed only by his inability to effectively.
wrap his voice around the quality of his
"Instrumental" is the ciel.ir m tli "i own lyrics.
bunch, recalling the classic California
Luckily, Martsch’s one-dimensional folk-rock of the ’70s. Its blazing guitar
vocal sound does not take away from riffs transmit depth and flavor as they
his classic, blues-infused guitar play- subtly highlight the modest beat
ing.
It is only "Sleeve" that fails to live up
’Dream displays a pronounced drum to the blueprint that Martsch sets early
line, which is a recurring theme on. It is slow and unsophisticated and
throughout "Now You Know," and cannot reach the standard it sets for
provi&-s a strong foundation for the itself in the first 30 seconds. Even a
song.
brilliant line like, "There isn’t a way of
Track No. 4, "Window," establishes a deciding, which half of life’s less invitcountry flair that is maintained ing," cannot bring the song back to life.
throughout the disc. It is by far the
Martsch shines on "Now You Know,"
most upbeat of the 10 songs, but illustrating his guitar style with a nice
unfortunately it ends up mirroring its blend of intensity, timing and a coarse
own lyrics ("I try to hold it, but it slips sound. His redundant singing voice
away") by escaping to completion just and similar song smicture, however,
as we understand its core.
keep him fmm becoming as powerful a
In "Heart," we are introduced to force as he is capable of being.
Martsch’s profound knack for storytelling as he exhibits honmt emotion
and gritty cynicism. His words, "Don’t
-- Laura Buckingham

Quirky ’SoFA Bazaar’ brings energy to First Street
By Melinda Latham
Daily Staff Writer
For the next two months, First Street
will transform every Friday night into
the SoFA (South of First Area) Bazaar,
a marketplace with svares, wine and
activities for all ages.
It’s rare that nights downtown actuallv have any sort of vibrancy. Usually,

REVIEW
walking down First street on a Friclay
night, unless you’re headed for the
clubs, is about as exciting as doing
research for a term paper.
However, POPULUS Presents, a
"public space programming collective,"
wanted to liven things up. The gmup,
organized by the San Jose Downtown
Association, in partnership with the
Redevelopment Agency, had the idea of
a nighttime open-air market in the
SoFA district.
Despite what we’ve come to expect
from the city government’s attempts at

iirmides vibrant-yci-laiil-b.kk
giving our downtowi some Actual
tore, this effort, strangely enough, to stroll and shop on Friday nights.
works well.
The attempt to diversify the crowd In fact, it made Joan Cloth, a visitor and increase the revenue - seems to be
from Atlanta, slightly jealous.
working.
’It’s a great wai to meet people in the
Idika Goyle, an SJSU alumnus, and
downtown area, Cioffi said. "I wish we Nick Ali, an SJSU senior majoring in
had more things like this back in business management, manned the
Adanta."
"Desirs by Idika" booth, which sold
In years past, this same stretch of Coyle s handmade jewelry.
street between San Carlos and San
"Business has been good," Coyle said.
Patrons ranged from grade school lcids
Salvador hosted the annual "SoFA
Festival," a weekend-long fusion of the to grandparents and everybody in
music and merchant worlds. However, between. Goods and grub lined the
according to Fil Maresca of Filco sidewallcs.
VVith a variety of activities, the bazaar
Events, who planned both endeavors,
merchants were feeling shut out, and has something for everybody.
the cmwd was too homogenous at the
You can munch on some vegan
SoFA Festival.
snacks, enjoy a personal country-westIn other words, there were lots of em serenade or try your hand at some
young people diggin’ the music and spin art.
buying nothing.
If you have some money, you can buy
Maresca started to look creatively for antiques, comic books or hemp hats
an answer.
with little stash pockets in the top (no
"Merchants were saying they wanted joke-in fact, my friend and I detected
something funky, based on a European the ambient smell of marijuana).
marketplace," Maresco said.
Some vendors had been at previous
Minimizing the music and amping up downtown events, and POPULUS
the mercantile angle, the SoFA Bazaar Presents called them to join the

Ii.i/aar. Others, likc
Gennifer M. Hirano, the performance
artist from San Francisco who gave
country-western
serenades,
approached POPULUS Presents herself to get involved. Her art, which she
said explores conventions of politics,
culture and sexuality, also includes
leather wall hangings.
Some of the businesses along the
street are open to SoFA Bazaar attendees. If you’re in for something a little
21 -and-over, buy some beer or wine at
the booth and crash on the sofas.
For all its quirky charm, the bazaar is
not without its flaws. Music by I)J
Harry, who was near a restaurant that
had a live jan band, and another group
jamming on the bongos were lumped in
the same area. It was a pleasant overall
sound, but it would have been nice fly
the music to spread along the strip,
rather than just near the clubs.
The beer and wine booth was at the
other end, near San Carlos street, rather
than centrally located. While this might
have been an attempt to create a flow
between the two sides, everyone ended
up near the sofas with beers in hand.

’Barbershop’ clips competition at box office
LOS ANGELES (AP)
urban ensemble comedy "Barbershop"
clipped the competition again at the
weekend box office, earning $12.8
million to stay in first place.
"The Banger Sisters," a comedydrama about the reunion of two former rock groupies, staffing Goldie
Hawn and Susan Sarandon, debuted
at second place with earnings of $10
million.
The top 20 movies at North

/Viler ICAII theitterS Friday through
Sunday, followed by distribution Midi, gross, number of theater locations, average receipts per location,
total gross and number of weeks in
release, as compiled Monday by
Exhibitor Relations Co. Inc. and
Nielsen EDI Inc. are:
1. "Barbershop," MGM, 812.8 million, 1,894 locations, $6,767 average,
$38.4 million, two weeks.
2. "The Banger Sisters," Fox

Searchlight, flO million, 2,738 locations, $3,666 average, $10 million, one
week.
3. "My Big Fat Greek Wedding,"
IFC Films, $9.7 million, 1,853 locations, $5,261 average, $124 million, 23
weeks.
4. "Ballistic: Ecks vs. Sever,"
Warner Bros., $7 million, 2,705
locations, $2,592 average, 87 million,
one week.
S. "The Four Feathers," Paramount,

$6.9 million, 1,912 locations, $3,587
average, $6.9 million, one week.
6. "One Hour Photo," Fox
Searchlight, $4.6 million, L.332 locations, $3,477 average, $21.7 million,
five weeks.
7. "Signs," Disney, $3.5 million,
2,338 locations, $1,497 average,
$217.9 million, eight weeks.
8. "Swimfan," Fox, $3.49 million,
2,572 locations, 61,355 average, $24.4
million, two weeks.
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will increase from 24 to about 48 in the
next two weeks, giving more options to
those wishing to take a stroll down First
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’Metropolis’ restoration expresses director’s grand vision
By

Fernando F. Ceoce
/IQIE Writer

Everybody has seen "Metropolis." Even if
you have never actually watched the movie,
chances are you have caught glimpses of it in
the futuristic paraphernalia of "Star Wars," or
in the urban landscape of "Blade Runner," or in
the cathedral showdown from "Batman."
The list goes on. "Metropolis," Fritz
Lang’s1927 silent German classic, is arguably
one of the most
influential science
fiction films of all
time and, generation after generation, one of the
most widely imitated.
It is painfully
ironic that until
now the film had
been available only
in butchered versions from its original, nearly threehour running time,
down to a scant 87
minutes in some
versions.
In what is certainly one of the
major movie events
of the season, a
new, restored version of "Metropolis" is being unveiled in theaters, with almost 30 hitherto unseen minutes
diligently restored by the Frederick Murnau
Foundation, making it the fullest it has ever
come to Lang’s original vision.
To anybody even remotely interested in cinema, this amounts to nothing short of a feast.
The film depicts life in a mammoth, mechanized city of the future, equal parts splendor
and misery. The rich live it up with all-night
orgies in towering buildings and lush gardens
while workers sweat it out in the hellish underground machines that keep the city going.
The complacency of the rulers is threatened
with the appearance of Maria (Brigitte Helm),
a saintly mixture of John the Baptist and a
blue-collar speechmaker, who preaches to the
restless workers that a "mediator" is coming.
The city ruler, Joh Frederson (Alfred Abel),

decides to crush the possibility of a revolt with
the help of sinister scientist Rotwuig (Rudolf
Klein-Rogge), unaware that his own son
Freder (Gustav Frohlich) has fallen in love
with Maria and went to live among his underground brothers.
Rotwang kidnaps Maria and, in one of the
movie’s most memorable sequences, creates a
wicked, sexy mechanical version of her that
will sow discord among the workers and bring
chaos and destruction to the city.
The restoration is especially helpful in clarifying plot points
and characters.
Freder’s decision
to jump from privileged playboy to
proletarian hero,
for instance, is
given more emotional heft and his
relationship with
his father is much
more
complex
than before.
Many of the
muddled
story
strands have been
satisfyingly tied,
though
the
restoration
has
done little to
change the film’s
naive
boiling
down of labormanagement relations to a pat slogan: "Between the mind and the hands, the
heart must mediate."
Then again, "Metropolis" was never really a
film of ideas but a film of images, visions and
dreams. And it is stunning, not just in the
feverish pitch of its creations, but also in their
very bountifulness.
Director Fritz Lang (1890-1976) was one of
Germany’s greatest directors, a fierce neurotic
as interested in moralist fate as in expressionistic style. Later on his lengthy career, Lang
went on to explore his obsessions even more
deeply while paring dovm his style to an
almost abstract level.
"Metropolis," however, is anything but pared
down. Obviously made during a rush of creative intensity, it is a movie of grandiosity, of
ragged emotions and operatic moments. It is

Orchestrated to the symphonic thunder of the
film’s Strauss-like score,
these images make even
the most forceful parts of
"Lord of the Rings" look
as flabby as the latest
conveyor-belt TV sitcom.

Maria, played by Brigitte Helm, is turned into an android by her captor

the kind of film where a sublime idea goes
hand-to-hand with a ridiculous one, and
somehow it never matters because you are
completely taken in by its turmoil.
The set design of "Metropolis" manages at
once to be H.G. Wells-futuristic, 1920s avantgarde and Babylon-ancient. Trains whiz by
over suspended bridges while towers spread
out like Mayan temples. Crowds shift like liquid mercury into geometric shapes.

PHOTO COURTESY OF KIN INTERNATIONAL
Lang’s ’MetropoliS.’

in order to destroy the city in Fritz

So many unforgettable images. the masses of.
workers shuffling down the elevators; the
buming underground fiimaces morphing into
sacrificial altars; a Grim Reaper statue coming
to life; the evil Maria’s wink to the camera; the
flood of the city.
Orchestrated to the symphonic thunder of
the film’s Strauss-like score, these images make
even the most forceful parts of "Lord of the
Rings" look as flabby as the latest conveyor-

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
classified@jmc.sjsu.edu
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DO YOU LOVE CANDLES?
makes no claim for products Want to eam $25 - $35/hour
or services advertised below tree candles? Give me a call nor is there any guarantee
Letricia 408-227-1087
implied. The crsssified
columns of the Spartan Daily
SUPERIOR COURT
consist of paid advertising
Paid internship - downtown SJ.
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the Reap: creation of case calendar.
newspaper.
maintenance of database, various
clencaV admin. duties. Proficient
on Word. Excel and Access.
EMPLOYMENT
20/wk, incl. Thur., Fri. Resume
and cover letter by 9/20 to:
General
nraby sct co. sa ntacla ra.ca u s
408-491-4799 FAX.
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
is currently hiring part-time
HELP GIRLS GROW STRONG
servers (21 or older). No
while you grow your skill portfolio.
experience required. Must be After-school positions available for
available evenings & weekends. talented and energetic individuals.
Visit our web site at.
Please apply in person
2 00 4-00pm . Mon thru Thu www girlscoulsofscc.org to find out
at 51 N. San Pedro, San Jose about current opportunities. EOE.
Girl Scouts.
UNITY CARE. a carimundytesed.
Where Girls Grow Strong.
non-profit youth development
agency. is currently hinng for THEATER, MANNERS and
DANCE INSTRUCTORS for
the following positions:
FACILITATOR / PT - YAL- This children. Theater and Manners
program targets youth placed in training provided. 1-7 hours per
group & foster homes by the week. Up tc $25.00 per hour.
Juvenile Justice and Family & Must have experience working
Children’s Services Depts. as with thildren. Must have car.
well as at-risk youth in School Call Carol - 408/265-5096 or fax
base settings. Facilitators provide resume to 406/265-8342 or e-mail
support to the class instructors to CarolromoOtheaterfun com
and supervision to clients in all
PART-TIME CLERICAL,
aspects of the program. - Must
Afternoons Flexible, reliable
have valid CA drivers license.
position is in Palo Alto. BA in person wrth good phone manner.
Social Sciences required (or 5 Fax resume to 408-360-0890
yrs exp with at-nsk youth), MA
pref. Internship opportunities PART TIME SHIPPING CLERK
available. 3-8 hrs week $15.00- in Sunnyvale - Internet Company
Music CDs, DVDs. and Videos
$25.00/hr. DOEE.
COUNSELORS / PT & FT - Call 408-985-7703
Residential Counselors provide
adutt guidance and consistent GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
standards of discipline for help needed for small exclusive
dependent. delinquent or gang- shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat
affiliated youth in need of emo- Must be reliable. honest. able to
tional support. Shifts are 7am- do physical work. Prefer exp
3pm & 3pm-11pm weekdays & working w/ dogs, but will train
weekends. - Must be 21 or older Great oppty for dog lover Can
with valid CA drivers license. 60 FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
units or 2 yrs exp req. No felonies. Call 371-9115
$8.50-$12.00/hr DOEE.
If you feel you are a positive role
model please apply by e-mailing
your resume to hrOunitycare.com
or faxing 408-971-9820. Please
include hours/days available.

VALET PARKERS - Part-time,
evenings & weekends in Los
Gatos and Saratoga Must be
neat in appearance with good
customer service skills Must be
able to drive a 5 speed and
have a valid CDL. Immediate
opening & flexible schedules
available. Earn $7-$8/hr. + tips.
Please call 408-364-0240
Golden Gate Valet
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to wOrk at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV Lots of fun & eam good
money. Call 408-867-7275.

ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Student Friendly - Will Train
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
408-247-4827

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation

PILATES INSTRUCTOR
RECEPTIONIST, M-F lmmed
opening. 2-6pm. $9.00 to start Need a job woth a positive
working environment? Join
Call Randy 0 768-0566.
the YMCA’ Certified Pilates
instructor needed to teach
EMPLOYMENT
members. Contact Debi Vargo
408-226-9622x26. EOE.

Education/Schools

ACTIVITY AIDE, PT/benefits to
work with children ages 13-22
w/developmental disabilities in
San Jose, Monday - Friday, PT.
$9.78/hr. Call Ron Halog
408-295-0228. Resume- 730
Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or
lax: 408-275-9858

SERVICES

belt TV sitcom.
But "Metropolis" is mole than the sum of
its scalding images. It stands as a testament,
hot and furious, of a man’s vision, and the
crystallization of the burning creativity that
can often give film an edge over the other
arts.
The restoration of this masterpiece is reason
for rejoicing. Here’s hoping there are more
classics on the way.

FAX:

WORD PROCESSING

Need PHONE JACK Activated?
PROFESSIONAL
Need a Phone Jack installe09
WORD PROCESSING
www.asaptelecom us 406-8515 HaVe your theses, term papers.
group projects. etc professionSMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN ally typed. APA a specialty.
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per Experienced & dependable
year. Save 30% - 60% For in10 Almaden/Branham area. Call
call 1-800-655-3225 or
Linda for an appointment at
www.studentdental.com or
(408) 264-4504
www qoldenwestdental corn

YOUTH SWIM TEAM AND
MASTERS COACH. Mon & ANNOUNCEMENTS
Wed. nips (7:15-10.00pm), Sat
afternoons (1:00-2:15). Swim GET FREE HAIRCUT AT TOP
team experience and a great SJ SALON. Call 408-984-8288
attitude a must. Call for more www salon -salon com
info. 408-351-6326 or submit an
application to Central YMCA. 1717
RENTAL HOUSING
The Alameda. San Jose. CA 95126

TEACHERS, SUBS
and
RECREATION LEADERS
Enjoy working with kids’, Join
the team at Small World
Schools, get great experience
WORKING VVITH CHILDREN
AGES 5-12 years in our before
and after school rec. programs
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
offers competave pay. health
hrs. excellent
benefits for 30
training. and a fun work environment We can often offer flexible
hours around your scnool
schedule. This is a great job
tor both men and women
Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or
Fax resume to 408-283-9201.

ACROSS

LIFEGUARDS, Instructional Life
Guards & Aquatic Specialists, in
San Jose Monday -Friday. PT
Call Jacob 295-0228 Resume
730 Empey Way. San Jose
95128 or fax. 408-275-9858

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL LUTES

SMALL LAW OFFICE seeks
someone with clean driving
record Responsibilities include
driving, filing and making
copies Knowledge of the Bay
Area a plus FT or PT positions
available $9 00 per hour, M -F
Please call 408-244-4200
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/day potential Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 559
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free information Call 203-683-0258.
GET PAID For Your Opinions
Eam $15-$125 per survey/
dollars4opiniona com
Ceffeln advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional
Information
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or serviees.
In addition. readers should
carefully investigate ell firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vocations or merchandise
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

Name

Three
Four
Five
Two
One
Days Days
Days
Days
Day
$13
$9
$11
$5
ST
3 lines
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DfliCQVNT5t
20 4- consecutive issues receive 10. off
40 consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 consecutive issueS receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Sante Clare County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty
First lone in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Addrtional words may be set on bold type at a peo
ad charge of $3 per WOrti

Acklreso
City A SIM.

/
Please check
one classification:
Zip cot*

Phone

Send check or money order to (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Dally Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose. CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
Deadline
All ads are prepaid
No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
924-3277
(406)
CALL
QUESTIONS?

Lust and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
mployment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
HealthiBeauty
Sports/Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutoring
Word Processing

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount tor other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED
as a service to the campus community
frail
Ads
are
offered
Found
&
* Lost

LOST: BLUE & YELLOW GYM
BAG W/SWIM GEAR Lost in
Sweeny Hall’? Call Jaime 408294-2788 Reward offered
LOST: Answers to Monday’s
Crossword Puzzle - Sorry!

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

2 BDRM / 1 BA condo for rent 1 Stop working
in Blossom Hill area. Covered 5 Holiday mo
garage, laundry area and pool. 8 Festival
$1650/month includes partial 12 First -stringers
(hyph i
utilities. Near Light Rail, Hwy 85,
shopping, restaurants. Move in 14 Mystique
15
Census
data
bonus. Call 408-691-0853.
18 "
Rae"
OPPORTUNMES
(2) EA STUDIO APARTMENTS. 17 Consider
WAREHOUSE POSMON
Downtown San Jose. Security 18 Dress style
Available Monday - Friday
FRATERNITIES SORORITIES Builckng, On-srte Parking. Washing 19 Kind of nuisance
Part/Full Time 10am to 7pm
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS Facilities. New Paint Asking r 1 Place for shadow
Detail oriented order puller
Earn St 000-52 000 this
$750/mo with equal Security i Pay for
$8.00 per hour
semester. with a proven
Depcsrt. Call 408-971-2700 x116. +4 Hire a lawyer
Work for a company that
Navigator s dor
CampusFundraiser three hour
truly appreciates its staff
fundraising event Our programs 2 BED / 1 BATH 11th x San Carts , - Volcanic rock
Apply on person
..
Cider source
make fundraising easy with no Nice. Clean. Parking. Laundry.
Monday -Friday 8am to 5pm
risks Fundraising dates are $1250/mo 995-5525. 316-6996. 4 Run away to marry
1404 S. 7th St. San Jose
i. Blouse detail
filling quickly. so get with the
Corner of 7th & Alma.
(2 wds )
NEWLY REMODELED - MOVE
program, It works Contact
IN BONUS. Large 2 bdrm 2 bath 47 Blue-pencil mark
Campusfundraiser at
ADMIN ASSISTANT / SALES TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS
4
:
Rose feature
Parking
SJSU.
visit
apt
2
blocks
from
1888) 923-3238 or
Hi -tech co seeks FT/PT hard P/T instructors elem schools
avail. waterlrash paid.wash! dry 9 Statesman Peron
www cainpusfundraiser com
worker for office & sales/tele- Degree/Cred NOT Required
Not be enough
on site Well managed student
marketing assisting. Must have Owty for teaching exp Need car MODEL - get paid each month bldg Also. 3 bdrrna ba $1.175
(2 wds )
good oraliverbal skills Good VM 408-287-4170 x 408 ECEPAE for 2 hours of modeling. Free for and up. 408-378-1409.
Shouldered
pay
opportunity to advance
Wish for
all-exposure for agent & more.
Fax REsume 408-232-7701
Wolf relative
No exp needed - we train Visit
WANTED
RR terminal
www.limelighttalent.com Call SHARED HOUSING
CHILDCARE FOR 3 CHILDREN.
Atlas abbr
295-3029
WANTED
to
APPLICANTS
SHARED HOUSING in nice quiet
1 w/ special needs Psych or
Note
taker s need
neighborhood M or F OK. W/D.
Special Ed students preferred study Part IV of The Urantia
DISCOUNT
25
%
.
Polar
bear domain
for
details
$25,000
$600imo Call Nicole 264-3396. - Pilot s concern
25-30 hrs/wk 9560/mo, PLUS Book Earn
Rate
Student
SJSU
room& board. Call 926-3944 visit www eventodaward com
Such a deal!
.7 Zhovago s beloved
At this place
Art store rtem
1 Contended
2 "Good grief!"
Potatoes go-with
..ATIONAI,/ AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
F
_ Oft N
"Lohengnn" bride
5 Speckle
Dog’s barks
nre3s601 scisnadi 168
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
Perfect for students!
Earn $250 every weekend!
Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required.
408-292-7876

LOST & F()UND
FOUND: YOUNG FEPAALE CAT
7th St Garage on 9117102
Call 831-423-2177

1 Jaipur princess
2 Jacket style
3 Peasant
1

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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alma
DURO DUIDIMM E1000
4 Domesticated
35 Quitter s word
5 Sword fight
36 Leg part
6 Before. to
38 Roofed with straw
41 Trucker s rig
bards
7 Found (2 wds )
42 Whodunit
8 Rummy or tag
musts
9 Like gymnasts
44 Lynx or panther
10 Trotsky
45 Ointment
contemporary
46 Brrig up the rear
11 All kidding
47 Farm units
49 Begged
13 Stone for
monuments
5I Mock fanfare
14 Forever and
(hyph )
52 Smell
20 Bolt holder
53 -Cheenor
(hyph )
22 Squeal
24 Soccer for one 54 Spreadsheet
26 Gripe
worker
55 Fell on ears
27 Actor Alan
56 North Woods
28 Dirt
roamers
29 Appropriately
30 Oak product
59 Sense of self
31 Delight on
33 No longer sadly
34 Kind of dollar
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GLOBAL I Aiso p.ans
to improve study abroad
continuedfrom page I
can play a big role in satisfying it
through new technologies," he said.
"A global community means local
constituencies whose businesses and
operations are global in nature
because they need young graduates
with international experience and
learning."
Conniff added that the Global
Studies Institute will also concentrate
on strengthening and expanding the
linkages and programs that SJSU
already has with foreign schools across
the globe.
In particular, the areas the institute
hopes to improve include study
abroad, an inrease in foreign student
ratio and international professor
exchanges, according to Conniff
The divertity that SJSU signifies is
just one reason Conniff said he feels it
is important for the university and its
students to form partnerships on a
global scale.
"Young persons graduating today

SEPTEMBER 24, 2002

Belly basics

need skills to enable them to work
overseas, interact with foreign clients,
labor side-by-side with workers from
other countries, as well as communicate with and understand the cultural
bacicground of persons from abroad,
whether in work, leisure or travel,"
Conniff said.
Provost Goodman said he believes
new graduates will benefit from the
Global Studies Institute.
SJSU serves the Silicon Valley, a
region whose needs are distinctly
global in nature," Goodman said. "A
globally-oriented, quality liberal arts
education, combined with highly professional degree programs, will boost
the chances for graduates to succeed
in the world of the 21st century."
As the director of the program,
Conniff said he hopes to make global
studies a familiar phrase on campus
and attract students who, upon graduation, "will spread the word about
SJSU being a global university and the
chief educational center of Silicon
Valley."

A.S. I Nominations set
continuedfrom page 1
"It’s really hard for us to function as
a board without all our members,"
Jackson said.
Jackson, who is also a member of
the student fairness committee,
said the committee is not able to
investigate charges of unfair grading because there are not enough
students to spread the work
around.
Apart from the director and con-

troller position, the agenda also has
nominations for various committees, including campus fee advisory
committee, student fairness committee, finance committee, rules
committee and affirmative action
committee.
Jacicson said for a candidate to be
nominated, the A.S. President brings
forth the nominations, which are
voted on by the board of directors and
has to be approved by a two-third
majority.

NIKI DESAUTEL S

ENGINEERING I
continuedfrom page 1

Graphic photos shown
to jury in Yosemite case
Faced
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP)
with the picture of a corpse he
beheaded, Yosemite killer Cary
Stayner turned away as graphic photos
of his fourth victim were shown
Monday in court.
As prosecutor George Williamson
projected images on a screen of park
nature guide Joie Armstrong’s disembodied head and her headless torso,
some jurors stared at Stayner as he
averted his glance and looked down.
FBI agent Todd Drost said he removed
Armstrong’s partly submerged body
from a creek near her cabin in Yosemite
National Park on July 22, 1999.
"Her right shoulder was out of the
water," Drost said. "Her body had
clothes on it, but the head was missing."
"Pardon me?" Williamson said.
"The head was missing," Drost
repeated twice.
Prosecutors are to convince jurors
that Armstrong’s murder is one of the
main reasons Stayner should die for
killing three Yosemite tourists in
1999. Jurors must decide between life
in prison or the death penalty.
Stayner was convicted last month of
mur&ring Carole Sund, 42, her daughter, Juli, 15, both of Eureka and their
Argentine friend Silvina Pelosso, 16,
while they were staying at the rustic
lodge where he worked as a handyman.
The killings went unsolved for nearly
six months until Stayner struck again,
killing and beheading Armstrong, 26.
Stayner, 41, is serving life in federal
prison without parole for murdering
Armstrong, but state prosecutors want
a stiffer sentence. The Armstrong case
was held in federal court because she
was killed in a national park.
Prosecutors quickly moved through
evidence with testimony from a friend
who reported Armstrong missing to
rangers who searched her cabin to investigators who recovered her remains.
Drost said Armstrong’s torso was
covered in grass and weeds in the
creek near her cabin, where Stayner

later said he tried to hide it after hacking off her head. A dog discovered the
head a few hours later in water about
40 feet away.
Photos were taken of the body and
hiead on a blue tarp after they were
recovered.
Defense lawyer Michael Burt argued
unsuccessfully that the photos were
repetitive and only intended to shock
jurors. Judge Thomas Hastings said
the claim had no merit and he allowed
them to be displayed.
One photo depicted Armstrong’s
decapitated body sprawled on its back,
with her arms by her side and one leg
bent, her jeans unbuttoned and her
panties showing. Her shirt and bra
were pulled up over one breast.
Another photo showed her head, eyes
closed and lips pursed.
Dr. Jerry Nelson, a pathologist, said
Artnstrong probably died rapidly from
blood loss.
Much of the testimony focused on
Stayner’s light blue 1979 International
Scout that was seen in the area around
the time of the killing.
A park ranger said he gave Stayner a
lift that night to Cedar Lodge when
he came upon the broken-down truck
along Highway 140.
Law enforcement spread the word
about the truck and Jeff Sullivan, a
special agent with the park service,
stopped Stayner and questioned him.
He said he thought it was odd when
Stayner smiled and waved while driving in the opposite direction.
Stayner calmly denied being in the area
near Armstrong’s cabin, Sullivan said.
He said he had been sunning at a swimming hole reading. He said he liked horror stories and books about serial killers.
Again, Stayner was allowed to leave
the second time he had been questioned by a federal agent since the
Sunds and Pelosso disappeared.
But two days later his luck ran out.
He was arrested July 24, 1999 after
confessing to all four killings.

Cal State LA senior’s
family sues sorority
LOS ANGELES (AP) "Fhe fam- was not immediately returned Monday.
High’s family, and her fiance,
ily of a California State Univertity, Los
Angeles, senior sued the national, Holman Arthurs, the father of her 2regional and local chapters of Alpha year-old son, filed the lawsuit in
Kappa Alpha sorority on Monday for Superior Court seeking $100 million
wrongful death in the 22-year-old in compensatory damages.
"The amount represents the tragedy
woman’s drowning.
Kristin High of I,os Angeles and that occurred, the life lost with so
Kenitha Saafir, 24, of Compton, were much potential, and so the family can
pulled to shore at l)ockweiler State ensure that this doesn’t happen to
Beach late in the night of Sept. 9 by anyone else," family attorney Angela
police officers, but could not be revived. Reddock said in a telephone interview.
The beach was closed at the time.
Reddock said the lawsuit also was
High’s family blamed the deaths on
sorority initiation rituals, although filed to compel two other alleged
police said there was no evidence haz- sorority pledges who were at the beach
the night of Sept. 9 to testify, along
ing was involved.
A message left after business hours at with four or five members of the sororthe sorority’s national office in Chicago ity conducting the alleged hazing.
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Patrice C. Hernandez teaches the basics of belly dancing in a six-week class that meets Tuesday and Thursday evenings in the Event Center
aerobics room. She plans on teaching an intermediate class beginning in mid -October.

from 45," he said.
The semester began with a waiting
list containing up to 15 student names
for each core class, according to
Dorosti.
The four courses are required to be
completed in the first 12 units of
study, however the dean said that
requirement was being waived due to
the space restrictions.
*We were able to add all the students on the list ylus any Open
University students, Dorosti said.
Creating additional sections to
ticconitneflate the demand was considered, but Dorosti said the department was unable to successfully coordinate convenient times for both
instructors’ and students’ schedules.
"We looked at taking the classes offcampus, but that wasn’t acceptable to
students who find our campus location
most convenient to their workplaces.

Some course requirements ’waived

"We needed to be patient. We bad to do
all the homework without knowing
whether or not we would be allowed to
stay in the class."
Engineering student,
who chose not to give her name
Most of the graduate students work
full time so we had to consider their
availability as well as the instructor’s,"
Dorosti said. "We surveyed the students and found that the best days and
times matched the existing sections."
Ultimately, the decision to increase

the roster size was deemed the most
suitable solution, he said.
Students seeking to add the classes
were told to continue to show up for
the classes and complete all homework assignments so if additional
sections were added, they would not

be behind in their studies, Dorost1
said.
Without knowing whether or not
add codes would be provided, attending class for three weeks and lceeping
up with the workload tested tolerance
levels in some students.
"We needed to be patient. We had to
do all the homework without knowing
whether or not we would be allowed to
stay in the class," said one student who
chose not to give her name.
Increasing the class size has made
some students happy, but others said
they are not satisfied with the extra
time taken by the. instructor to meet
with the newly added students.
"There are too many students now.
lt takes longer to get through presentations because there are so many people," said another student who chose
not to give his name. "It also has created a shortage of available books."

Fiesta aims to up game attendance
Pafbrmances, food
vendors part of ’Festival’
By Jason Crowe
Daily Staff Writer
San Jose State University plans to
throw a tailgate party this weekend.
SJSU is partnering with the
American GI Forum of San Jose to
put on a fiesta before the football
home opener against the University
of Texas-El Paso.
The "Festival Futbol Americano"
kicks off at 1:30 p.m. Saturday in the
Spartan Stadium parking lot on 10th
Street.
The festival is scheduled to include
food vendors and a variety of musical
performers.
"Football by itself is not drawing
people to the stadium," said Josh
Francois, assistant athletics director
of marketing.
Francois said a member of the
SJSU booster club suggested the
partnership with the American GI
Forum and added that Abel Cota,
the executive director of the
American GI Forum of San Jose, is
an SJSU alumnus.
"(The festival) has been in the
works for six months," said
Francois, who said that the forum
coined the name "Festival Futhol
Americana," which may become an
annual event.
Francois observed that international soccer events at the stadium
attracted larger crowds than those for
SJSU football.
Francois said he noticed that soccer
games at the stadium attracted large
amounts of people from the lispanic
community, and he hopes the festival
can reach the same audience.
"We’re trying to make a bridge
between the university community
and the Hispanic community,"
Francois said. "We’re also looking to
do creative things in the parking lot."
One of Francois’ goals for this season is to increase attendance by
attracting, students who may not necessarily be interested in a football
game.
Tinh Nguyen, a sophomore majoring in industrial technologies, said
the addition of the festival might

sonvince him to attend the game.
"If parlcing wasn’t that much of a
problem, I’d be more likely to go,"
Nguyen said.
"Fm not into American sports," said
Carlitos Torreblanca, a sophomore
economics major. Torreblanca stated
that he was unlikely to attend any
SJSU sporting event in the future.
"I go to athletic events when I can
because I played sports in junior
college," said Jose Najera, a senior
majoring in economics. Najera also
mentioned that the addition of the
festival had influenced his decision
to attend the game.
Najera expressed concern that the
football program could be eliminated if attendance levels did not
improve and said that involving the
general community is vital to
increasing attendance.
"If they have more pre-game
activities for the community, it
would bring more people to the
games," said Najera.
Najera said he attends football
games when he has time in his
schedule, an option that may not be
possible for all students.
"Trying to justify the extra time
(to attend a game) is difficult," said
Phuong Thang, a senior communications major. He said there wasn’t
any other activity that could get him
to go to an SJSU football game.
"I just have no interest (in football) and no time," said Thang.
Francois also mentioned upcoming incentives to entice students to
attend SJSU home games: Tickets
for students to win fire tuition for
one semester will be offered at each
home game, students will be selected to kick a field goal to win cash to
pay for a semester’s worth of textbooks and a motorcycle will be
given away at the tinal home game
against Fresno State.
According to Francois, a five-dollar admission fee admits one person
to both the festival and the SJSU
football game; children under the
age of 14 will be admitted for free.
Both the festival and the game are
free to SJSU students.
"Students are putting money into
the system, so why not use it?" said
Najera. "That’s fmm an economist’s
perspective."

Francois said that tiering .1 discounted "one price" ticket for both
events allows people to watch SJSU
football and participate in the festival.
"It’s not just football," said
Francois. "Here’s your chance to
sample food and listen to music if
you also go to the football game,
great."

Be an Angel...
Donate Eggs!
If you are 21-30 years old.
healthy. bright 8, responsible
Call Family Fertility Center
All nationalities needed

1-800-939-6886
Generous Compensation

STUDENT INTERNS TO
THE PRESIDENT
RESPONSIBILITIES
Presidential liaison to all SJSU students and serve as an
ambassador to the university community.
Coordinate campus discussions between the President
and fellow students.
Coordinate discussions with student organizations.
QUALIFICATIONS
Excellent verbal and written communications skills needed.
computer literacy highly desirable, and a desire to serve
the SJSU community.
All applicants must be matriculated SJSU students in good
standing.
SALARY
Flexible hours, $10 per hour. Requires 10 hours of
dedication per week.
Applications available in.
Student Interns to the President’s Office. Tower Hall 107
Office of the Assistant to the President for the Campus,
Tower Hall 108

Deadline for applications:
October 18, 2002 by 5:00pm
In the Student Interns Office, Tovver 107
Or Campus Climate Office, Tower 108
Questions or more information. call 408-924-2981
http://wwwsisu.edu/rampus _climate
SJSU is an equal opportunity employer

